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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (67)

Hello Ciro,
i want to ask, if i can count on this page?
http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/converter.html
i though its very safe, but ive found some difference and im not sure

about it. I thought that 1998 - 2003 where was gmt + 3 on summer, but it
shows gmt +2. So how can i now? Because program made for Lithuania
shows gmt+3 too.

Zoe

Dear Zoe,
I don't think that this website is one of the most precise one in the whole

world relatively to the problem of horary regimes.
I think that the 3 most important and precise database in the world are:
- Aladino database, enriched by years of my studies on the occupied

war zones in Italy, France, Palestine, etc. and enriched by years of mail
exchanges with some most famous Australian, Canadian, Russian, etc.
colleagues.

- Thomas Shanks database that - I think - you can buy on Amazon.com,
published by Neil Michelsen

- Henri Le Corre database, Éditions Traditionnelles, in 3 volumes, but
very diffcult to buy

Best wishes.
***
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Dear Ciro,
Why did you say the SR in Montreal would be interesting?
Would it be better for a business?If I would exclude the idea of a possible

damage for love, would the chart in Montreal be better for profession and
business? 24 JAN 1986 21:20, Campulung, Arges.

For my sister, I found two possible charts: one in Punta Arenas in Chile
and the other in Gürgen in Azerbaijan (a village in the eastern part of the
country). What is your opinion?

sister: 22 JAN 1984, 1:30 Campulung, Arges.
Thank you!
Best regards, Georgiana
PS: I couldn't post it on the blog

Dear Georgiana,
yes, Montral is good: surely.
For your sister: OK for Punta Arenas.
Best wishes.

ASR Gerorgiana 2013 For Montreal
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Punta Arenas Chile

ASR Punta Arenas Chile 2013 For Georgiana Sister

Dear Ciro,
Thank you for your answer on your blog! To be honest, I am pretty

confused now.
Both options seem good: Montreal and Brisbane.
What do you advise me? Which is the best, according to your experience.
I like a lot the Jupiter on 10th, contemporary with Jupiter transit through

10th.(Brisbane).
I am not sure if this might be the situation of a bomb shell.
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I like also Jupiter on 6-7th cusp. (might mean important partnerships/
contracts in 2013).

(Montreal)
I aim for a business in partnership and career mainly.
24 JAN 1986, 21:21, Campulung, Arges.
Best wishes,
Georgiana

Dear Georgiana,
I could never choose, for me, to place Mars in the VII House because

the envious enemies that would like to see me dead would be also able to
put cocaine in my pockets... For you it is different.

ASR Georgiana 2013 For Brisbane

ASRGeorgiana2013ForMontreal.jpg
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I would choose Jupiter in X House because its results are almost definitive
and irreversible (if you don't put Saturn in X, another year: a my good
colleague has used this rule and was able to forecast the fall of an Italian
politician called Polverini).

Even if you had to quarrel with your fiancé, you could always put again
the things on the right way or to find another fiancé.

Remember, besides, that Jupiter on the Descendant, in this moment that
you loves  and in which you are loved, could work, as a bi-stable oscillator
and you could lose this love.

Then, I advise you Jupiter in the Tenth House.
Best wishes.

***

Dear Ciro,
first of all congratulations. The second one, is it possible to buy your

program?
I can read english and russian. Zoe

Dear Zoe,
thanks for the congratulations. I have never sold Aladino to the foreign

countries because I could have problems with the technical support of this
software. I should work a lot besides for giving possible explanations on its
operation. The program is only in Italian.

However you are a correct person and I could accept to sell you a
copy. Consider that Aladino is a very expensive program (it works on over
200 decimal numbers and it sees even when the Moon is "retrograde" for
an only instant.

The other programs cannot do it (it is a small "bug" that I have left because
I don't have time to lose with things that almost all know). To my page:

www.cirodiscepolo.it/astral.htm
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you can download the Demo (almost 2 Gigabytes of material!).
If you succeed in understanding as it works, write me in private and I

will perhaps make an exception for you.
Many darlings you greet.

***

Dear Ciro,
It’s the time of the year when I have to ask for vacation time for 2013 at

work and I am considering where to spend my 2013 SR.
In 2012 I tried to protect my job and I hope it is working because we

are having many changes (I went to St. John's NF, great place in the summer!).
In 2013 I need help with real estate. I am living in my fiancé’s house now

but we want to move back into my house.
I need to refinance my house with the bank. I believe that I can accomplish

this if I spend my birthday where I live, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, USA.
The conjunction Mars/Jupiter will fall in 4th house, and yes, there will be
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expenses and much activity related to this process but I hope Jupiter will
help me to get back into my house and to make it a comfortable place for
my fiancé and me.

Work seems ok in 2013 with Venus in 6 house and I hope Pluto in 10
house will not bring too many problems.

Do you think that to stay home in Oshkosh, WI is a good option for me
in 2013?

My birth data: Born August 1,1957, at 1515 hrs, in Madrid, Spain.
As for my fiancé, Richard, I am having difficulty finding a suitable location

for 2013. We will try to sell his house when we move into mine, but that is
not my primary concern.

For 2013 I just want to keep him safe and there are only certain locations
where he is willing to go for his birthday.

He respects my love of Astrology but he is not willing to travel to certain
places. I keep finding the Sun or Mars in unacceptable positions in 2013.

The best I came up with is Paris, France, where he will be happy to
spend his birthday, but Mars falls in the 8 house, which is better than the 1st
or 6 or 12.

Also, his 2013 birthday is very close to the new moon.
Any comments on a new moon birthday?
Richard’s birth data: Born October 5, 1941 at 1945 hrs in Springfield,

IL, USA
Best regards. Eva

Dear Eva,
your next ASR for Oshkosh can be good, but you will have many

difficulties in the love relation: you will have to make the Geisha if you want
to avoid an ugly quarrel.

For Richard I advice you the ASR that you see.
Best wishes.
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ASR Alma Quebec 2012 For Richard

ASR Oshkosh 2013 For Eva

Thank you Ciro.
For Richard we are actually going to Barbados for his 2012 birthday

which is the chart you recommend.
But what I need help is with his 2013 birthday, next year.
I am so early because I needto ask for time off at work now for 2013. I

thought Paris, France, maybe a reasonable option.
Data: Born October 5, 1941 at 1945hr in Springfield, IL, USA
Thank you. Eva
PS. I can play Geisha for one year as far as I don't have any

complications at work .
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Dear Eva,
it is very dangerous to put Saturn in the X House: Paris is not the solution.
Please, ask me again at the beginning of December.
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Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and
writer, was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th
of July, at 5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular daily
of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other
newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the

CNR (National Research Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as
Electronic Measures Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 70 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia) and about 250
short Astrology Essays almost all on Google Books. He has published also
about  1000 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his
interest in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is
particularly useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals
or groups of people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.


